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Theory Building and Hypothesis Testing: Large- vs. Small-N Research on Democratization
Some practitioners of different approaches to comparative politics have jealously disputed
one another’s claims to theoretical understanding. Area studies specialists have accused quantitative
comparativists of either comparing the incomparable or quantifying the obvious. Statistical analysts
have condescendingly thanked country experts for digging up the anecdotal evidence that only
multi-country comparisons can can transmute into theory. Both complain about the lack of realism
in rational-choice theory, yet formal theorists have tried to brand propositions in both large-sample
and case-study approaches "atheoretical" because they are not integrated into a larger, systematic
body of propositions. All these charges reflect a narrow view of theory. In reality, all three
approaches make indispensable contributions to good theorizing.
In this paper I define three fundamental criteria for evaluating theorizing and testing, and I
use these criteria to evaluate three approaches in comparative politics–formal theory, case studies
and small-sample comparisons, and large-sample statistical analysis. My purpose in doing so is to
remind the subfield of a broader view of theory, in which each approach has one unique strength
and two weaknesses. From this broad perspective, our three main approaches can be seen as
complementary. (There are related complementarities in conceptualization and measurement, which
I discuss in another paper.) I conclude by suggesting ways of improving our theories by combining
approaches in innovative ways. I illustrate the tradeoffs with examples from research on
democratization, which has been studied so long and so variously that it affords examples of the
strengths and weaknesses of every method.
Criteria for Good Theory
An overview of criteria for good theorizing provides a good foundation for a comparison of
the advantages and disadvantages of different approaches. In a literature too vast to summarize here,
scholars have defined more than a dozen criteria for good theory.1 However, I contend that three
criteria are especially central because they are locked in a three-way tradeoff: generality, integration,
and thickness. 2
Generality
A general theory is one that is intended to apply to all relevant cases, both all those that have
been observed and all that could be observed.3 (A general theory must also be correct for all cases,
but I leave this discussion to the section on testing, below.) Some scholars claim not to seek general
knowledge and consider the goal of generalization a matter of taste. Sir Isaiah Berlin once suggested
that people are either foxes, who know many small things, or hedgehogs, who know one big thing.4
I think a better analogy for my purposes would contrast whales and octopuses. Both are renowned
for their intelligence, but they use their intelligence in different ways. Whales come to know great
swaths of the earth in their tours of the globe; they lack limbs that would allow them to experience
objects first-hand; and their eyesight is too poor to perceive fine detail. They acquire a surface
knowledge of general things. Octopuses, in contrast, dwell in one place and use their fine eyesight
and eight infinitely flexible arms to gain an intimate knowledge of local, specific things. (To buttress
the analogy, there is the additional, although not apropos, parallel that octopuses are well equipped
to blend into their surroundings, while whales are as conspicuous as creatures can be. However, I
ask readers not to overinterpret the octopus' tendency to spread clouds of ink when threatened.) I
do not wish to suggest that scholars who emulate the octopus should emulate the whale instead, or
vice versa. Rather, my point is that each kind of knowledge is limited in its own way and that the
most complete kind of knowledge would result from pooling both kinds.
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For decades, the proponents of "middle-range theory" have fostered the view that
generalization is, at best, optional, and at worst, impossible and pernicious. This is false.
Generality is an indispensable characteristic of theory. In the standard (nomological) view of what
theories are, an explanation interprets an event or a tendency as a specific instance of universal
laws.5 If the laws are not universal, then there is no solid foundation for the explanation; the
explanation itself then requires explanation, and that explanation requires explanation, and so on.
The phenomenon is not explained until it is understood as a necessary consequence of laws
recognized as universally true.
Because true universals are unattainable in social science today, practicality forces us to
confine our theories to bounded times and places. We must take care not to bound our theories
arbitrarily. But as long as we can presume that there is potentially a good theoretical reason for
limiting a theory to, say, postwar Europe, even if the reason is vague or implicit, then we can treat
the theory as provisionally valid, pending completion (and empirical confirmation). All actual
theories in comparative politics are therefore incomplete and provisional. The admission that they
are works in progress is not damning, because this is all that one can claim about any scientific
theory. And however inadequate this solution may be, in principle we cannot dispense with the
obligation to generalize. This does not mean that all of us must generalize, only that some of us
must.
Integration
As noted, generalization to the entirety of observed reality is not enough. In order to explain,
we must also generalize to what is unobserved and hypothetical.6 This is necessary to reassure
ourselves that future observations will not contradict the generalization, since we cannot support a
counterfactual empirically. Theory follows a different logic: instead of saying that a law is generally
true because we have observed it to be generally true, theory says that a law is generally true because it
is necessarily entailed by other laws that are generally true. (Those other laws are in turn subject to the
same standards of confirmation.) Thus a generalization must be integrated into a systematic set of
other laws--a theory--in order to be truly general.
The basis for the systematic structure of a theory is often logic, but it can be other branches
of mathematics as well, such as calculus, game theory, or probability theory. I believe that it can also
be, and typically and unavoidably is, common sense: our own direct experience of the world. No
elaborate proof is needed to show that money talks, that united organizations are stronger than
divided ones, or that you can fool some of the people some of the time. These understandings of
how the world works are less foolproof than mathematical or logical tools, but consciously or not,
we rely on them all the time. For example, if a general calls for the overthrow of an elected
president, we may not know exactly what will happen, but the range of possible consequences is
actually quite small. The general may be forced to retire or sent overseas, other officers may rally
around him, the U.S. ambassador will weigh in or one side or another, and so on; but we know the
consequences will not include the discovery of a platinum mine, a major earthquake, or the outbreak
of world peace and harmony. Our common sense guides the translation of theoretical symbols into
meaningful referents (interpretive theory) and informs and constrains the range of possible causal
connections (causal theory).
Whatever the nature of the system that links hypotheses together, this integration has two
benefits. First, the greater the number of propositions that are linked together, the more hypotheses
they can generate. One can derive more theorems from fifty axioms than from three. As a result,
complex, well-integrated theories have many observable implications and are therefore potentially
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more testable (if their empirical referents are clear). Second, theory makes the cumulation of
knowledge possible. As John Gerring notes, "The proposition that sits by itself in a corner is likely
to be dismissed as 'ad hoc,' or 'idiosyncratic.' It does not fit with our present understanding of the
world. It refuses to cumulate."7 The more ways in which a proposition meshes with other
propositions, the richer our understanding becomes.
Thickness
Finally, theory must be thick. A “thick” theory is one that involves many intertwined
variables with effects that are conditional on time and place. In real life, a host of variables could
contribute to any given effect; these variables can interact with one another; they can be causally
linked among themselves; the nature of the causes or the effects can be different in different places
or at different times; the causal relationship itself can vary by time or place, or both; effects can also
be causes; cases can affect each other; and causation can be transmitted after a lag. True, all models
necessarily simplify reality, and these simplifications are valued for their elegance, insight, and
usefulness; but all simplifications necessarily sacrifice some accuracy. Only a complex theory can
begin to approximate the richness of reality.
Guided by our own experience in the world, we should presume that most of these complex
possibilities could be true. The burden of proof lies with those who claim that politics is simpler
than it appears to the lay public. Of course, theoretical thoroughness does not guarantee a grasp of
the truth; any creative person could dream up ten complex theories that are wrong for every one
that is right. But very few of the right theories are likely to be simple. We should not let a misguided
commitment to parsimony blind us to the truth. We have to consider complex theories; the trick is
to find the right ones.
All approaches in comparative politics are deficient in satisfying some requirements for
theory. In fact, each of the three major approaches excels in a different respect and is deficient on
the other two. This is why they are competing approaches. Formal theory integrates propositions
into a larger web of theory but neglects generalization and is thin, not thick; large-sample statistical
analysis establishes general empirical fit, but in thin and often rather ad-hoc ways; and case studies
and small-sample comparisons generate thick knowedge that may not be generally true and tends to
be only loosely integrated into a larger theory. The following sections elaborate on this evaluation of
each approach according to all three criteria, with illustrations from the literature on
democratization.
Theory in Small-Sample Studies
Case studies and small-sample comparisons sometimes have been dismissed as "merely"
descriptive, anecdotal, historical, or journalistic, and therefore atheoretical. But the harshest critic of
such studies would have to concede that they at least generate "facts." Facts may seem atheoretical,
but they are not. In reality, we cannot even observe facts until we have a conceptual framework to
help us make sense of what we perceive.8 Such a framework is an interpretive theory that helps us
identify what to observe, defines the relevant and meaningful characteristics of actors and
institutions, and fills in the connections between action and reaction so that we can plausibly
reconstruct events and processes. We are unconscious of much of this theory; we develop it and
refine it by trial and error from birth onwards. If the test of a good theory is that it enables us to
predict consequences, the common sense we develop is a great theory. With it, we successfully walk,
talk, drive, work, parent, and invest, negotiating our way around a thousand daily challenges
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throughout whole lifetimes. With the benefit of this commonsense understanding of how the world
works, we feel that we can understand political events that we did not experience directly, if only
someone will supply us with the crucial details.
The more descriptive case studies and small-sample comparisons consist of propositions that
are integrated into this intuitive interpretive theory. The bulk of democratization research consists of
case studies and small-sample (usually within-region) comparisons. Every transition to democracy in
the past two decades has been thoroughly analyzed in several books and numerous articles. Some of
the most influential books in the field have been compendia of case studies. 9 Scholars seeking a
thorough knowledge of a particular transition, breakdown, or regime survival are practically cursed
with a superabundance of information. Often such studies prefer specific concepts to general ones:
Duma to parliament, Clinton to president, Chiapas to province; but such precision reflects not a
simple interpretive theory, but a more elaborate one that captures some of the idiosyncracies of each
case.
What is striking at this level is that we collectively know so much and disagree so little.
Research of this type has created what is probably the most thorough understanding of specific
democratic transitions, breakdown, and survival, and has done so for practically every country one
could mention. These works, whether they are academic research in a British or anthropological
tradition, current history, or journalistic analyses, do an excellent, often unsurpasssed, job of
recounting events, identifying key actors and their motives, asssessing the strength of organizations,
and tracing connections among causal forces. The authority of this work is such that we rarely argue
about who the key players were, what the basic chronology was, who won and who lost, or similar
questions. Ironically, the lack of controversy about these inferences diminishes the prestige of the
scholars who make them. But the high degree of consensus around their work should make their
accomplishment more impressive, not less so. All theories should be as convincing as these.
But these studies are just one pole of a continuum in small-sample research. At the other
extreme, some small-sample studies interpret every specific actor, institution, trend, and situation as
an instance of a general type. They take literally Przeworski and Teune's call to "replace proper
names of social systems” with “the relevant variables."10 The kind of theory generated by this type of
research tends to have two characteristics. First, most of it is qualitative and categorical. The causal
relationships it identifies link types to types and kinds to kinds rather than matching quantities or
degrees. Relationships are hypothesized to be true or false, necessary or sufficient, rather than
partially true, stronger or weaker, likely or iffy. This qualitative bent does not make this style of
theorizing inferior; rather, it is merely different from a mathematical style.
Second, the theoretical propositions that emerge from these studies, if examined with care,
turn out to possess a high order of complexity. The more faithfully a theory represents our complex
world, the more complex it must be. (How faithfully, of course, is a question to be resolved by
testing.) In the Latin American democratization literature, the conventional wisdom presumes that
each wave of democratization is different, that each country has derived different lessons from its
distinct political and economic history; that corporate actors vary greatly in power and tactics from
country to country, and that both individual politicians and international actors can have a decisive
impact on the outcome. This is the stuff of thick theory, and comparative politics as a whole
benefits when a regional specialization generates such rich possibilities.
For these two reasons, case and area studies have made many of the best-known and most
original contributions to comparative political theory. Dependency theory germinated in a study of
Argentina's terms of trade.11 Consociational democracy was inspired by Lijphart’s Dutch origins. 12
The debate about the impact of parliamentary and presidential constitutions began as an effort to
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understand the fall of the Weimar Republic and its renewal was inspired by the success of the
Spanish transition.13
The hypotheses generated by this literature have reflected high-order, complex theorizing.14
Daniel Lerner’s seminal work on modernization was a case study of Turkey that identified parallel
trends in the complex processes of urbanization, secularization, and education.15 Juan Linz’s
theorizing about the breakdown of democratic regimes described a detailed sequence of
events–crisis, growing belief in the ineffectiveness of the democratic regime, overpromising by
semiloyal leaders, polarization of public opinion, irresponsible behavior by democratic elites,
culminating in either breakdown or reequilibration. He saw each step as necessary but not sufficient
for the next, and described various options available to elites at each stage, as well as structural and
historical conditions that made certain options more or less likely. This was a theory that assumed
endogeneity, aggregation across levels of analysis, and conditional interactions among causal
factors.16 O’Donnell and Schmitter bridged levels of analysis when they theorized about
democratization at the national level as the outcome of strategic maneuvering among elites at the
group or individual level; they contemplated endogeneity or path dependence when they asserted
that political liberalization was a prerequisite for regime transition.17 Huntington’s thesis that there
are waves of democratization required a transnational causal process in addition to multiple
domestic causes. 18 The Colliers’ Shaping the Political Arena identified four similar processes or
periods–reform, incorporation, aftermath, and heritage--in eight cases but allowed them to start and
end at different times in each country. It was particularly exacting in describing the nature of
oligarchic states, organized labor, and political parties and in specifying how they interacted with one
another, and with many other aspects of their political contexts in the 20th century, to affect the
course of democratization.19 Case studies of democratization, such as those collected in the
Diamond, Linz, and Lipset projects and dozens of country monographs, weave together social,
economic, cultural, institutional, and often transnational causes into coherent, case-specific
narratives. 20 This literature has been the source of most of what we think we understand about
democratization.
Nevertheless, the small-sample approach has two weaknesses. First, although its
propositions are integrated with theory, they are integrated more loosely. Loose integration has two
consequences. One is that the facts can be used to support an embarrassing variety of theories. This
happens because the question,"What is this a case of?" has many possible answers. The leap from
specific to general can go in many different directions. What, for example, was Venezuela in 1989 a
case of? Every theoretical framework suggests a different direction. To a progressive political
economist, it was an oil-dependent economy;21 to an institutionalist, it was a presidential
partyarchy;22 to a liberal political economist, a case of delayed structural adjustment;23 to a student of
labor, it was a corporatist system;24 to a cultural theorist, a nation with unrealistic trust in a "magical
state.”25 In reality, all of these labels may have been accurate. The point is that moving from the
specific to the general forces us to describe our cases more selectively, and we make our selections
so as to integrate the case into a larger body of theory.
The second consequence of loose theoretical integration is that it is less clear which tests
would confirm or disconfirm the theory. Without rigorous logic or mathematical tools to generate
hypotheses, there is no straightforward way to derive necessary implications: what must be true if the
theory is true. In contrast to formal theory, the theories of small-sample analysis are less clear about
their assumptions; they rely more on the tacit assumptions of common sense, which leads to
conditional and vaguely probabilistic predictions, which are hard to falsify.
The second weakness of small-sample theories is that they are, by definition, not general.
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These propositions (when they are explicitly integrated into a theory) merely assert generality;
whether such assertions are empirically valid or not is a matter for large-sample testing to decide.
Until the testing takes place, these are only general hypotheses, not generally confirmed theory.
Replacing proper names with variables is indeed our goal, but generalizing is far harder than affixing
general labels to particulars. It is one thing to call the United States a presidential democracy, but
quite another to assert that what one observes in the United States is true of presidential
democracies in general. The former is a description of one case; the latter is an inference about a
population (all presidential democracies) from one case (the United States), which is not justified.
To summarize, case studies and small-sample comparisons yield a type of theory that is
qualitatively thick and empirically well-grounded, and therefore plausible in bounded times and
places; but also provisional, pending extension to more general samples; and often ambiguous in its
theoretical implications, and therefore difficult to test decisively, especially beyond its original
boundaries. It is, to caricature a bit, a soft kind of theory built on a hard foundation.
Theory in Large-Sample Comparisons
Many scholars tend to view large-sample, statistical research an exercise in testing only,
rather than a source of theoretical innovation. But even though the original motivation for applying
statistics to comparative politics may have been to test hypotheses generated by other methods, this
kind of research actually does contribute to theory in distinct and novel ways. The mathematical
tools used in hypothesis testing encourage, and sometimes require, conversion of theories from a
qualitative logic to a quantitative logic. Theories become less about kinds and types and true/false or
necessary/sufficient relations and more about the magnitudes of impacts, partial impacts,
probabilities, nonlinear relationships, and extrapolations beyond initial boundaries. These
relationships are difficult to handle in a qualitative idiom. The reverse is not true, fortunately.
Statistical analysis can also handle the kinds of relationships found in qualitative theories, such as
conditional relations, necessary or sufficient conditions, and the direction of causation.
Examples of distinctly quantitative theory abound in democratization research. The
qualitative hypothesis that wealthy countries tend to be democracies has been converted into a
rococo variety of quantitative hypotheses:
•
the wealthier the country is, the more democratic it is;
•
the wealthier the country is, the more democratic it is, but with logarithmically diminishing
increases;
•
the wealthier the country is, the more democratic it is, but with logarithmically diminishing
increases and a dip at an intermediate level of wealth (the “N-curve” hypothesis);
•
the wealthier the country is, the more democratic it is, except when economic growth
temporarily worsens inequality, which undermines democracy;
•
the wealthier the country is, the more democratic it is, although the impact of wealth is
mediated by state size, which has an “inverted U” relationship with democracy;
•
increasing wealth does not make countries become more democratic but improves the life
expectancy of any regime;
and so on. Another line of research has begun to explore the notion of democratic diffusion.
Although Rustow and Huntington wrote about various possible types of transnational influences on
democratization, quantitative scholars have found that “democratic diffusion” can refer to a
tremendous variety of causal paths. 26 In the course of testing for them, they have had to refine the
theory in order to distinguish among neighbor effects, regional effects, and superpower effects;
impacts on the probability of change, change vs. stasis, the direction of change, and the magnitude
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of change; and change influenced by ideas, trade, investment, population movement, military
pressure, and national reputations, many of which were not contemplated in smaller-sample or
qualitative research.
The principal advantage of the kind of theory that emerges from large-sample work is that it
is relatively general, both in its aspirations and in its empirical grounding. The degree to which it is
general varies depending on the coverage of the universe by the sample, of course, but it is by
definition more general than small-sample research. Formal theory makes universalistic assumptions,
which are even more general, but large-sample research has the advantage of making at least some
assumptions that are empirically supported. (The assumptions of statistical analysis are rarely fully
supported, such as the assumption of normally distributed, random errors. I will discuss the
consequences of this problem in the section on testing.) For example, the most consistent finding in
the large-sample statistical literature is that democracy is associated with high levels of economic
development. The association is a rough one, not strong enough to predict small differences in
demoracy or differences between any two cases with a high degree of certainty; but it remains a very
general statement.
The two weaknesses of large-sample comparisons are thinness and loose theoretical
integration. A "thin" proposition is a simple statement that assumes very little about the world and
identifies an association between just two narrowly conceived phenomena, such as democracy and
development. Both could be, and originally were, thick concepts that would require thick theory. But
large-sample research typically has reduced the concept of democracy to a few easily-measured
institutions--fair and competitive elections, some basic freedoms--that reflect just one dimension of
democracy: Dahl's notion of "contestation." Similarly, "economic development" has been reduced in
this research to per capita GNP, GDP, or energy consumption. Thin concepts make for thin theory.
Although the bivariate relationship between thin development and thin democracy has undergone
elaborate permutations in statistical testing, many other hypotheses about the causes of democracy
have been neglected. None of the large-sample literature really addresses theories that are cast at a
subnational level of analysis, such as the very influential O’Donnell-Schmitter-Whitehead project.
Large-sample research concerns the national, and occasionally international, levels of analysis, and it
will continue to do so until subnational data are collected systematically–an enterprise that has barely
begun. In addition, there are quite a few hypotheses about causes of democratization that have not
yet been addressed in large-sample research. Among them are U.S. support for democracy or
authoritarian governments, 27 relations between the party in power and elite interests, 28 the mode of
incorporation of the working class, 29 interactions with different historical periods, U.S. military
training,30 and elite strategies in response to crisis. 31 In this sense, the large-N literature lags behind
the theories developed in other approaches.
The second weakness is loose integration with a body of systematic theory. Mathematics is
an extremely systematic tool, but by itself it has no political content, and the political content that
has been inserted into the mathematical framework lacks system. Large-N theory consists of a
handful of isolated, disembodied propositions. Each one by itself can generate many necessary
implications, simply by plugging in different numbers. But there is no theory in the gaps between the
propositions that would enable us to combine them to make predictions. For example, we know
that rich countries tend to be democratic, and that countries tend to become more like their
neighbors. But there is no overarching theory that would enable us to predict how democratic a
country should be if it is poor and surrounded by democracies, or rich and surrounded by
authoritarian regimes. Lacking such a theory, quantitative researchers tend simply to accept whatever
estimates they obtain as reflections of the true weights of different causal factors; and these
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estimates are then absorbed into the conventional wisdom about what matters. It is a fundamentally
inductive process of discovery. The problem with induction, as Hume observed centuries ago, is that
even if a hypothesis is confirmed in 10,000 cases, there is no guarantee that it will be true in the
10,001st case unless one has a very good theory that predicts that it must.
Most of the large-sample research on democratization has concerned two debates: one about
whether the relationship between development and democracy is linear, logarithmic, or some sort of
N-curve;32 and one examining interactions between per capita GDP, economic inequality and
democracy.33 The lack of specificity in this area is so great that after nearly forty years of repeated
confirmation, a group of scholars was able to make a compelling case that the association is
spurious.34 Similar criticisms could be leveled against the emerging evidence for democratic diffusion
(the spread of democracy from country to country): we are pretty sure it is happening, but we have
little theoretical understanding of the causal mechanisms.35
This quality of knowing things but not knowing why is what inspires the accusation that
large-sample research leads to “empirical generalizations” but not to theory. Again, I consider such
criticism to be based on excessively narrow criteria for theory, one that privileges integration over
general empirical confirmation (and thickness). The propositions that spring from large-sample
analysis may be thin and disjointed, but they are still contributions to theoretical understanding.
Formal theory
Formal theories achieve levels of integration that elude small- and large-sample research.
Three standards for good theorizing often touted by rational-choice theorists are universal scope;
clear, simple, and explicit assumptions; and the potential to generate testable hypotheses derived
from theory. Rational-choice theory aspires to universal scope by refraining from limiting its
applicability to certain times and places: what is true for one committee is assumed to be true for all
committees as long as the assumptions of the model are met. Rational-choice theory also makes its
assumptions simple and explicit, which makes it easier for other scholars to follow the logic of the
theory and derive the consequences of modifying some assumptions. Due to its deductive method,
it also lends itself to the generation of lots of hypotheses, especially about eventual, stable patterns
of collective behavior. Because a whole community of scholars follows this logic and works within
it, new research builds explicitly on what has gone before. Theory cumulates.
However, the theory that cumulates is far from thick. Rational-choice theories of democratic
transitions, for example, narrow their focus to the final stage of the process in which a small set of
elites is bargaining about whether to found a democratic regime or not.36 This is an extremely thin
view of democratization. A thick theory would assume less and attempt to explain more. A thick
theory would not limit the identities of the actors or the options before them to a fixed menu of
choices. Game-theoretic explanations do not tell us how to know which actors are the elites and
how they got their seats at the bargaining table. They do not explain where the bargainers'
preferences came from or how they might change. They do not account for the number of rounds
of bargaining to begin with, or why democracy is one of the options on the table. A thicker theory
would offer explanations (whether cultural, institutional, international, social, or economic) for at
least some of these elements; formal theories simply assume them. Formal theory, as currently
practiced, has difficulty developing thick explanations because it is anchored at the individual level.
It aspires to make predictions about larger groups, but only within very restrictive assumptions
about the rules of the game and the preferences of the players. It is the mirror image of small-sample
theory: a hard theory built on a soft base. It is difficult to extrapolate from these small settings to
macro-phenomena like regime change. Indeed, Barbara Geddes has called on scholars to stop trying
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to theorize about “big structures, large processes, and huge comparisons,” such as democratization,
for the time being.37
Formal theories have universalistic aspirations; in this sense, they are even more general than
large-sample theories, which are confined to the cases actually observed. However, generality is not,
or should not be, merely an assertion or assumption of generality. It should be accompanied by
empirical confirmation. In this more useful sense, formal theories encounter two obstacles to true
generality. First, if taken literally, they rarely apply to the real world. All hypotheses generated by
formal theories are derived from a set of premises. It would not be fair to test the hypotheses in
cases where the premises did not hold. Yet the premises are typically extreme oversimplifications of
reality–that there is a small set of players who perform complex calculations of self-interest with the
benefit of full information and no history of past interactions, etc. Such premises cannot be said to
hold in real-world situations, and therefore any test of predictions derived from them could be ruled
unfair.38
Second, unlike small- and large-sample methods, formal theory is not a method of testing; it
is only a method of generating theory.39 In a very strict sense, the predictions of formal theories by
definition have no empirical confirmation. In a less strict sense, their predictions can be tested; but if
they are, they are tested using some version of small- or large-sample research, so the latter provide
the only assurances of empirical support. But even if formal theories are generously credited with
any empirical support their predictions find, it must be confessed that testing is the weak suit of
formal theorists. As Green and Shapiro argue, “a large proportion of the theoretical conjectures of
rational choice theorists have not been tested empirically. Those tests that have been undertaken
have either failed on their own terms or garnered support for other propositions that, on reflection,
can only be characterized as banal: they do little more than state existing knowledge in rational
choice terminology.”40 One could object that in practice, formal theorists constantly adjust their
assumptions and predictions to what they observe in the world to make it as realistic and relevant as
possible. But this back-door induction is so unsystematic that it is prone to all the errors and biases
found in the least rigorous testing methods. For these reasons, the following section on testing
includes no further discussion of formal theory.
Nevertheless, the systematic, interlocking, cumulative nature of formal theory is an essential
quality of theory, just as thickness and generality are. Each approach has one strength and two
weaknesses, which complement the strengths and weaknesses of the other two approaches. Formal
theory is integrated, but thin and lacking in general empirical support; large-sample analysis is
relatively general, but thin and theoretically disjointed; and case studies and small-sample research
are admirably thick but drastically bounded and too loosely integrated with a systematic set of
theoretical propositions. Improved efforts at theorization should explore ways to combine the
virtues of different approaches, such as deriving hypotheses from realistic axioms, testing
hypotheses inspired by cases in large samples, and working backwards from empirical
generalizations to logically coherent theories. But that is the subject of a different essay. The
remainder of this essay evaluates the contributions of large- and small-sample research on
democratization to testing.
Testing
In debates about the merits of one approach vs. another for testing, it is healthy to bear in
mind that all contain gaping methodological holes. We social scientists never prove anything, not
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even with our most sophisticated methods. Popper argued that the goal of science is not to prove a
theory, but to disconfirm alternative hypotheses. 41 In a strict sense, our goal is to disconfirm all the
alternative hypotheses. But no serious social scientist requires proof that, for example, space aliens
have not been destabilizing democracies by poisoning their water supplies. In practice, therefore,
we are content to disconfirm only the alternative hypotheses that are conventionally considered
plausible by other social scientists. (Of course, if implausible hypotheses become plausible later, we
are obliged to try to disconfirm them as well.) This convention lightens our burden tremendously
because the vast majority of the hypotheses an imaginative person could dream up are implausible.
But it leaves room for a still-overwhelming number of alternatives, for two reasons. First, different
people find different things plausible. Some people are convinced by intimate personal knowledge
of a case, others by sophisticated statistical tests. Second, as Lakatos argued, disconfirmation is no
simple yes-or-no exercise. Every hypothesis is embedded in a web of theories, not the least of
which is the interpretive theory used to gather evidence for the test.42 The common--and legitimate-practice of revising the supporting theories to explain away an apparent disconfirmation further
increases the number of plausible alternatives.
If one accepts that the job of social scientists is to disconfirm all plausible alternative
hypotheses, which are myriad, then one must also accept that all approaches yield only a partial and
conditional glimpse of the truth. Nevertheless, all approaches have some value because, as Karl
Deutsch said, the truth lies at the confluence of independent streams of evidence. Any method that
helps us identify some of the many possible plausible hypotheses is useful, as is any method that
combines theory and evidence to help us judge how plausible these hypotheses are. But this
perspective also suggests a practical and realistic standard for evaluating the utility of competing
methodologies. It is not enough for a method to document isolated empirical associations or
regularities; and it is asking too much to expect incontrovertible proof of anything. The question
that should be asked is, rather, what are the strengths and weaknesses of each approach in helping
us render alternative hypotheses more plausible or less?
One requirement that transcends approaches is that the theory be falsifiable, that is, we must
be able to imagine some hypothetical evidence that would reveal the theory to be false.
Unfortunately, falsifiability cannot be taken for granted. In fact, some influential theories have not
been falsifiable. The problem can arise if, as in the case of some formal theories, the assumptions are
not concrete enough to make it possible for the researcher to identify cases that would constitute a
fair test. A more common problem in small-sample theories is a lack of clarity about what the theory
predicts. Many reviews of literature on democratization list a dozen or more factors that favor
democracy. These checklists make a clear prediction when all the favorable factors are present or
absent, but not when some are present but others are not, and most cases are usually in this mixed
category. Finally, some nonfalsifiable theories unconsciously employ circular logic. For example,
Higley and Burton argued that democratic regimes are stable when the elite is united, and break
down when elites are divided.43 But the authors also judged whether elites were united or not in part
by whether the regime broke down, which reduced their theory to a near-tautology.
Testing in Case Studies and Small-sample Comparisons
On first thought, one might say that complex hypotheses cannot be tested using small-N
methods because of the "many variables, small N" dilemma. The more complex the hypothesis, the
more variables are involved; therefore a case study or paired comparison seems to provide too few
degrees of freedom to mount a respectable test. This cynicism is not fair, however, because in a case
study or small-N comparison the units of analysis are not necessarily whole countries. Hypotheses
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about democratization do not have to be tested by examining associations between structural causes
and macro-outcomes. In King, Keohane, and Verba's terminology, we increase confidence in our
tests by maximizing the number of observable implications of the hypothesis: we brainstorm about
things that must be true if our hypothesis is true, and systematically confirm or disconfirm them.44
The rich variety of information available to comparativists with an area specialization makes
this strategy ideal for them. In fact, it is what they do best. For example, a scholar who suspects
that Allende was overthrown in large part because he was a socialist can gather evidence to show
that Allende claimed to be a socialist; that he proposed socialist policies; that these policies became
law; that these laws adversely affected the economic interests of certain powerful actors; that some
of these actors moved into opposition immediately after certain quintessentially socialist policies
were announced or enacted; that Allende's rhetoric disturbed other actors; that these actors issued
explicit public and private complaints about the socialist government and its policies; that
representatives of some of these actors conspired together to overthrow the government; that actors
who shared the president's socialist orientation did not participate in the conspiracy; that the
opponents publicly and privately cheered the defeat of socialism after the overthrow; and so on.
Much of this evidence could also disconfirm alternative hypotheses, such as the idea that Allende
was overthrown because of U.S. pressure despite strong domestic support. If it turns out that all of
these observable implications are true, then the scholar could be quite confident of the hypothesis.
In fact, she would be justified in remaining confident of the hypothesis even if a macro-comparison
showed that most elected socialist governments have not been overthrown, because she has already
gathered superior evidence that failed to disconfirm the hypothesis in this case.
The longitudinal case study is simply the best research design available for testing hypotheses
about the causes of specific events. The thickness of the case study maximizes opportunities to
disconfirm observable implications. In addition, it does the best job of documenting the sequence of
events, which is crucial for establishing the direction of causal influence. Moreover, it is
unsurpassed in providing quasi-experimental control, because conditions that do not change from
time 1 to time 2 are held constant, and every case is always far more similar to itself at a different
time than it is to any other case. A longitudinal case study is the ultimate "most similar systems"
design. The closer together the time periods are, the tighter the control. In a study of a single case
that examines change from month to month, week to week, or day to day, almost everything is held
constant and scholars can often have great confidence in inferring causation between the small
number of conditions that do change around the same time. Of course, any method can be applied
poorly or well, so this method is no guarantee of a solid result. But competent small-N comparativists
have every reason to be skeptical of conclusions from macro-comparisons that are inconsistent with
their more solid understanding of a case.
These are the virtues of small-sample testing in principle. In practice, three problems are
common. The first is indeterminacy, the classic “many variables, small N” problem. This tends to be
more of a problem when the evidence is not as thick as it should be, so that even in a within-case
comparison, there are more variables than observations. The result is that many different
explanations fit the available evidence; there is no way to rule some of them out, so they all seem to
matter. In practice, how do scholars deal with this problem? Sometimes they interpret the evidence
selectively, presenting the confirming evidence that they prefer for ideological or extraneous reasons.
In the worst cases, they may even suppress disconfirming evidence, consciously or not. These
practices amount to interpretations, not tests. There is always a danger of avoiding a fair test when
theory development and theory testing take place simultaneously, because the same evidence that
was used to develop the theory was also used to “test” it.
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But let us suppose that the scholar is honest and doing her best to be objective. When the
evidence supports her theory, she keeps it; when it contradicts the theory, she modifies the theory to
bring theory and evidence into agreement. She does this many times, iteratively, until she has a rich,
plausible theory that fits the available evidence perfectly. And let us suppose that she has gathered
such thick evidence that there is only one plausible theory that fits all the available evidence. Even in
this ideal small-N situation, there is still a second and a third methodological problem.
The second problem is that the focus on one country exaggerates the importance of factors
that happened to change during that period in that country. These tend to be explanatory factors
that vary within countries over time in the short run, such as leadership, personality, weather and
natural disasters, short-term economic crises, and so on. The third problem is that the focus on one
country blinds the researcher to other factors that did not vary, or changed very slowly, even if they
might be important explanations of cross-national differences or historical change. Together, these
biased estimates of importance could be called myopia: focusing attention on what is small, close,
and quick at the expense of what is large, distant, and slow-moving.
Comparisons of a few cases offer an advantage over single-case studies in principle, but in
practice they are worse. One alleged advantage of comparisons is that they call attention to causal
factors that are taken for granted when examining a single case. However, every additional case
requires a repetition of the same meticulous process-tracing and data collection that was performed
in the original case. To complicate matters further, the researcher usually becomes aware of other
conditions that were taken for granted in the first case and now must be examined systematically in
all additional cases. Comparison therefore introduces new complexity and increases the data
demands factorially, making comparative case studies unwieldy.
Another alleged advantage is that tests can be run with new data that did not originally
suggest the hypotheses. However, this advantage is lost every time the researcher modifies the
theory in the light of new evidence. It is difficult to resist the temptation to salvage a theory by
noting that it works differently under x circumstances. Every modification requires new evidence for
a fresh test, so the many variables soon outstrip the small N once again.
But let us suppose the researcher manages to collect as much evidence in each of a dozen
cases that was originally collected in a good case study. Is the problem of myopia avoided? Not
completely. Within-region comparison is often defended as a way of "controlling" for factors that
the countries of the region have in common, but this practice deserves a closer look. Such
“controls” would be effective if there were zero variation on these factors. But in many cases there
is in reality quite significant variation on these factors within the region. Latin American countries,
for example, (arguably the most homogeneous world region) were penetrated by colonial powers to
different degrees, they were settled in different ways, their standards of living vary by a factor of ten,
their social structures are quite distinct, many aspects of their political culture are unique, their
relations with the United States and their neighbors are very different, they have evolved a great
diversity of party systems, and there is a wide range in the strength of secondary associations and the
rule of law. Bolivia and Guatemala should not be assumed to be comparable in each of these
respects to Chile and Uruguay; yet this is exactly the assumption that the defenders of within-region
comparisons make if they do not control directly for all of these differences. Therefore, limiting a
sample to Latin America does not really control for these allegedly common factors very well.
Another problem is that there may not be enough variation in any of these factors to make
controlling for them feasible in a regional sample. Although there is variation, it is often variation
within a smaller range than what could be found in a global sample, and this may make it impossible
to detect relationships. That is, in a truncated range variance is higher, which makes significance
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levels lower. Some important relationships with democracy are probably only observable over a
global range. For an illustration of this, see the scatterplot of actual vs. predicted polyarchy levels by
world region in my article on “Modernization and Thresholds of Democracy”: there is definitely a
relationship that can be perceived on a global scale, but which would not necessarily hold up within
the narrower range of variation found in Latin America (or Western Europe or Sub-Saharan Africa;
but it is evident in the most diverse region, Asia and the Pacific).45 What is large, distant, and slowmoving is still only dimly perceived.
The inability to control adequately for certain variables makes it difficult to draw correct
inferences. Donna Lee Van Cott turned up a fine example when she observed that party-system
institutionalization is strikingly lower in countries with large indigenous populations than it is in
most other Latin American countries. 46 Statistically, institutionalization is negatively correlated with
the size of the indigenous population; but it is also associated with other variables that correlate with
indigenous population, such as income inequality, and which suggest a very different causal process.
This creates a dilemma: one can either omit one variable and attribute all the influence to the other
or include both and report that, due to the small sample and minimal variation in indigenous
population and inequality over time, it is impossible to determine which matters or how much. (Van
Cott overcame this dilemma through thick within-case comparisons over time, but it remains a good
example of the dilemmas encountered in within-region, cross-national comparisons.)
Of course, the obvious cost remains: limiting the sample to a region makes it impossible to
draw inferences outside the region. Any conclusions drawn from a Latin American sample implicitly
carry the small print, "This applies to Latin America. Relationships corresponding to other regions
of the world are unknown."
Harry Eckstein's advocacy of "crucial case studies" sustained hope that some generalizations
could be based on a single case. He argued that there are sometimes cases in which a hypothesis
must be true if the theory is true; if the hypothesis is false in such a case, then it is generally false.47
But this claim would hold only in a simple monocausal world in which the impact of one factor did
not depend on any other factor. Such a situation must be demonstrated, not assumed. In a world
of complex contingent causality, we must presume that there are no absolutely crucial cases, only
suggestive ones: cases that would be crucial if there were no unspecified preconditions or
intervening variables. "Crucial" cases may therefore be quite useful for wounding the general
plausibility of a hypothesis, but they cannot deliver a death blow. Douglas Dion’s argument that
small-N studies can be quite useful for identifying or ruling out necessary conditions is
mathematically sound but probably not very practical. First, it does not help at all with sufficient
conditions (or combinations of conditions), which we cannot afford to neglect. Second, it applies
only when one already knows that the condition of interest probably is necessary and that any
alternative explanations are probably not true.48 Given the complexity and diversity of the world,
few conditions can be close to necessary, and the chances that some alternative explanation is true are
very high. Therefore, such an approach is not likely to tell us anything we do not know already, and
it is most likely that it will tell us nothing at all.
Ultimately, therefore, small-sample testing contains no solution for the many variables,
small-N problem. Even when such testing is done honestly, meticulously, and thoroughly, inferences
to any larger sample are inevitably biased toward causes that vary within the sample and biased
against causes that vary only outside the sample. Such studies are still very much worth doing,
especially because they are firmly grounded in the real world and their concepts and propositions are
satisfyingly thick. Middle-range theories can flourish in isolation from other contexts, but scholars
who develop these theories should never forget that their vision is probably myopic and that their
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findings are not likely to be fully comparable to findings from other contexts.
Testing in Large-Sample Statistical Comparisons
Generalization and complex relationships are better tested by large-N comparisons, which
provide the degrees of freedom necessary to handle many variables and complex relationships. The
only real solution to the “many variables, small N” problem (given that focusing on “few variables”
would amount to burying our heads in the sand) is “many variables, large N.” These large-N
comparisons need not be quantitative, as the qualitative Boolean analysis recommended by Charles
Ragin has many of the same strengths. 49 However, Boolean analysis forces one to dichotomize all
the variables, which sacrifices useful information and introduces arbitrary placement of classification
cut points that can influence the conclusions.50 It also dispenses with probability and tests of
statistical significance, which are very useful for ruling out weak hypotheses and essential for
excluding the possibility that some findings are due to chance. Another weakness of Boolean
analysis is that it greatly increases the risk of chance associations, which exacerbate its tendency to
turn up many equally well-fitting explanations for any outcome and no good way to choose among
them.51
Moreover, quantitative methods are available that can easily handle categorical or ordinal
data alongside continuous variables, and complex interactions as well, so there would be little reason
to prefer qualitative methods if quantitative data were available and sound. This is a conclusion with
which Ragin should agree, as his principal argument against statistical approximation of Boolean
analysis is that “most data sets used by comparativists place serious constraints on statistical
sophistication.”52 He is correct to point out that regression estimates might not be possible or
meaningful if one were to specify all the permutations of interaction terms, as Boolean analysis
does.53 However, it is not clear that being able to obtain many rough answers, an unknown number
of which are produced by chance, is an improvement over admitting that no answer is obtainable.
Besides, social scientists should not be testing every possible interaction in the first place; they
should only test those that seem plausible in the light of theory. “Testing” them all without
theoretical guidance is the definition of capitalizing on chance. Many large-N studies today have
enough observations to handle dozens of variables and interactions with ease. The only truly
satisfactory solution is to improve the quality and quantity of data across the board.
Nevertheless, long time series are available for only a few of the major variables needed to
test theories of democratization. The fact that little high-quality quantitative data is available for
large samples is the main reason why the potential for large-N comparisons to explain
democratization has not be realized more fully. For decades, large-scale testing of hypotheses about
democratization lagged behind the sophistication of theories of democratization. Even very early
theories of democratization – Tocqueville’s, for example–contemplated a multifaceted process of
change. But it was not until the 1980s that scholars possessed the data required for multivariate,
time-series analyses of democratization. Large-sample quantitative research has always been data
driven, that is, its research agenda has been dictated by the availability of data more than by the
priorities of theory.
Scholars have tried to make the most of the data that were available. There was quite of bit
of exploration of thin versions of a variety of hypotheses. The central hypothesis in the 1960s was
that democracy is a product of "modernization,” which was measured by a long, familiar, and
occasionally lampooned set of indicators--per capita energy consumption, literacy, school
enrollments, urbanization, life expectancy, infant mortality, size of industrial workforce, newspaper
circulation, and radio and television ownership. The principal conclusion of these analyses was that
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democracy is consistently associated with per capita energy consumption or (in later studies) per
capita GNP or GDP, although the reasons for this association remain open for discussion.54
Large-N studies also explored associations between democracy and income inequality;55 religion and
language;56 region or world-system position;57 state size;58 presidentialism, parliamentarism, and party
systems;59 and economic performance.60
This research also steadily forged ahead into higher orders of complexity. The first studies
consisted of cross-tabulations, correlations, and bivariate regressions, taking one independent
variable at a time. The first multivariate analysis was Cutright's in 1963, but nearly a decade passed
before it became the norm to estimate the partial impact of several independent variables using
multiple regression. In the early 1980s some researchers began exploring interactions between
independent variables and fixed effects such as world-system, a third-order hypothesis.61 However,
these models were simpler than those being entertained by Latin Americanists of the time.
O'Donnell's model of bureaucratic authoritarianism, for example, was nonlinear, sensitive to
cross-national variations and the historical-structural moment, and defined the nature of links
between the national and international levels of analysis. 62 One major advance in the quantitative
literature came in 1985, when Edward Muller made a distinction between factors that cause
transitions to democracy and factors that help already-democratic regimes survive. But this
distinction was anticipated by the discussions of the Wilson Center group that led to Transitions from
Authoritarian Rule (published in 1986 but based on discussions held from 1979 to 1981).
However, all of these studies were cross-sectional due to the lack of a time-series indicator
of democracy. It was only in the 1980s that Freedom House and Polity data became available for a
sufficiently large number of years to permit annual time-series analysis. These indicators are
increasingly used to model change within large numbers of countries, rather than assuming that
cross-national differences were equivalent to change.63 Time series represent a great step forward in
control, because they make it possible to hold constant, even if crudely, all the unmeasured
conditions in each country that do not change from one year to the next. They therefore give one
more confidence in inferences about causation.
Today large-N analysis does not uniformly lag behind the sophistication of theories
generated by small-N research. In some respects, the testing is, aside from its conceptual thinness,
on par with the theory. The state of the art in quantitative research on democratization now
involves statistical corrections for errors correlated across time and space–panel-corrected standard
errors using time-series data.64 In lay terms, this means that analysts adjust their standards for
“significant” effects for each country (or sometimes region) in the sample, and also take into
account the high likelihood that every country’s present level of democracy depends in part on its
past levels of democracy. These are, in effect, statistical techniques for modeling functional
equivalence and path dependence. These corrections are, in my opinion, inferior to explicit
specification of whatever it is that causes country-specific deviations and inertia, but so are most
theoretical musings on the topic.
The scarcity of relevant data produces a second weakness of large-sample testing. Regression
analysis is based on the assumption that all the variance that is not explained by the variables in the
model is random noise. In effect, this means that the model omits no variables that are correlated
with the explanatory variables that are in the model. But because data are scarce, many variables that
are probably quite important are always omitted, and the chance that all of these are uncorrelated
with the variables in the model is virtually zero. If this assumption is violated, then estimates of the
impact of the explanatory variables are biased and inefficient, which means that judgments about
whether their impacts are large or small, negative or positive, clear or cloudy, may be wrong.65 Again,
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there is no solution for this problem other than collecting more and better data. In the meantime,
the theory that survives large-sample testing should be regarded as provisional, pending more
rigorous tests using fuller specifications. The symmetry with small-sample testing becomes most
obvious here. Small-sample results are provisional, awaiting testing in other cases and times; largesample results are provisional, awaiting testing of thicker hypotheses.
Prospects
It is essential for us to build bridges between small- and large-sample research, and between
these two methods and formal theory. If scholars in both camps communicated better, we could
achieve a more efficient division of labor that would accelerate social-scientific progress.
Large-sample researchers should specialize in explaining the large, most obvious variations found in
big samples. These explanations would define the normal expected relationships, which would serve
as a standard for identifying the smaller but more intriguing deviations from the norm–the outliers.
These outliers are the most appropriate domain for case studies and small-N comparisons, as they
require specialized, labor-intensive, qualitative evidence-sifting that is feasible only in small samples.
Formal theorists could work to make assumptions increasingly realistic so that they can connect with
the kinds of propositions used in more empirical work.
This is merely a call for each approach to do what it does best–large-N to sketch the big
picture, small-N to fill in the details; some to imagine how the final picture will look, others to look
through all the jigsaw puzzle pieces searching for corner and side pieces for the frame, and still
others to fit together the pieces with similar colors and patterns. No camp needs to demean the
work of the others; all make useful contributions to the big picture. Those who specialize in
small-N studies should not take offense at a division of labor that assigns them the outliers. This is
in part because the outliers are the most interesting and challenging pieces, the ones with the
greatest potential to innovate and challenge old ways of thinking. But another reason for not taking
offense is that we already choose outliers as case studies. The rule of thumb is to choose cases
where the unexpected has happened–“the unexpected” being defined with reference to theory and
general, large-N knowledge. At present, such selections are often done without systematic prior
research. It would be an improvement to select cases for close study guided by more rigorous and
systematic research.
Perhaps a “division of labor” is an unfortunate metaphor, because if large- and small-sample
scholars are truly divided, we cannot learn from each other. Instead of a “division of labor,” what
we need is “overlapping labors,” which require some scholars who do research of both
types–perhaps not cutting-edge on either side, but valuable as a bridge. We must communicate
across the divide by reading work and attending conference panels outside our areas, always keeping
an open mind and treating each other with respect, and never giving up hope that we can actually
straddle it, individually or collectively.
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